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Talking The Poem: Prelude and Interlude to Conferencing
and Revision
Gloria D. Nixon-John

When I write a poem. it is sacred territory
for about twenty-four hours. When our students
write poetry, even if forced to do so, their poems
may be sacred territory for much longer than my
twenty-four-hour grace period. Because of this, the
revision process, with regard to poetry, requires a
special sensitivity. Also, poetry writing and revision
often require that teachers and students abandon
some of the "rules" and procedures that they have
learned to employ relative to prose, especially aca
demic prose. For certain, the nature of the poem
differs from other forms of writing. Its inception
comes from some "other place~ for me. Perhaps that
is why I believe that poetry reqUires such delicate
handling as well as a certain degree of abandon. I
looked to some of my favorite poets and poetry crit
ics for clarification and direction here. Marge Piercy
suggests that "in order to get to a poem you must
learn to push yourself. reach that cone of concen
tration ... when all the voices in the head are one
voice" (Piercy 7). M.L. Rosenthal says that the poem's
characteristics arise "within a subjective world of
reverie, memory. and traceries of association"
(Rosenthal xi). And William Stafford articulates the
illusive nature of the poem's inception when he says.
"My poems, especially, are not to my mind crafted
objects, but little discoveries in language that spring
from the encounters between outer events and that
unpredictable - and never sufficiently identified
mysterious river" (Stafford 3). Having experienced
the process that leads to the poem's genesis, and
having read ample notations by other more experi
enced poets that suggest that we cannot really de
fine the process that results in poetry, I wonder why
it is that so many of us still feel the urge to drag the
would-be poet into revision as soon as the enlight
ened hand rises up and away from the page (or key
board). Also, if we are in fact trying to discover the
origins of poetry, I wonder why many of us spend
so little time discussing the nature of the thoughts
and actions that lead us to poetry? I also wonder
how can we get our students to begin to see how to
make the associations necessary for something be
yond a first draft? I have begun to answer these

questions for myself and would like to share some
of my discoveries.
First and foremost, I have learned that there
is value in taking some time to talk about the gen
esis of the poem our students write. That is, I wish
to suggest that for starters we allow the poets in
our classrooms to discuss where the poem came
from, the associations, the feelings the poet had
when she wrote the poem. as well as what she thinks
she wants yet to say. Of course you may want to
limit this talk, but be liberaL By all means let the
poet meander and babble on. For years I attended
writing groups in which there was a rule against
talking about the poem before reading it to a re
sponse group. I always felt this was not just sti
fling, but a bit too business-like. Poetry by nature
is indulgent, a banquet; you are drawn to it so in
dulge and allow others to do so.
Actually, when I did individual conferences
at my desk with students. I started with the kind of
talk I am suggesting. I started with: Tell me where
this poem came from if you can, or what do you
think might have led you to these words on the page
in the form of a poem? The talk that followed al
most always generated ideas that took the poet
somewhere the poet had not yet gone on paper. This
approach also solved a problem that my colleagues
have complained about for years, the problem of
how to get the beginning poet even inches away from
the initiating topic of the poem. l I am suggesting
that we offer this talk before the poet thinks of the
piece as finished. or even near to finished. and that
this talk take place with a comfortable audience 
the response group.
Let me try to illustrate by sharing a first draft
of a one of my poems along with my talk about the
poem. Here is my first draft:

Dear Stephen (w. t.)
I studied the e-mail message
just minutes after you sent it.
It was so fresh I considered
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licking the screen.
You wrote:
"I like the poem but it needs to be pared
I'd omit lines 8, 9, 10 in fourth stanza
I'd delete the last line.
Just get to your more interesting list.
The pronoun in the last stanza is ambigu
ous,
try to make it clearer.
Any way, my friend for all its worth."

I know that many teachers think it is better

Last week our dinner guest just back
from a small village in China
told us about a delicacy he was served,
a lobster brought to the table alive
on a block of ice and sliced so fast
it was still moving when he took the first
bite.

to have students reflect on their writing in writing,
but 1 really suggest talk, because talk is less delib
erate, more spontaneous. We tend to "slip" and me
ander and free associate more in talk, and when we
do, we make discoveries. 2 I also suggest that you
record the talk as I did, so that students can tran
scribe it and refer back to it.
What I do next is analyze my own talk about
my poem. This is a bit like moving from the analyst's
couch to the analyst's chair. Here is my brief analy
sis of my talk:

When I try to connect the generous act
to the horror, or the horror to the generous
act,
all 1 can serve up are these flailing lines
attached to some hidden, fleshy core.
And it is shamefully
(and as rosy as if in the boiling pot)
that 1 ask you to take the knife in your hand
my hand over yours for precision,
my hand over yours to make it interesting,
clearer, for all it is worth.

When I read over my transcribed talk, I see
clearly that I have not adequately dealt with myjeel
ings about Stephen. It is clear that he makes mefeel
insecure. I'd like to get to the root oj this, perhaps in
the poem. I also sense that I need to stretch myself a
bit more, to reach some other meaning or understand
ing. For me that usuaUy requires time and several
drajts. Some other revelation or event has to occur
bejore I can connect the poem to something beyond
myself. Although this poem is more narrative than
most Q[ my poems, it lacks the images that make some
oj my other pieces strong.

Here is my talk (recorded and transcribed):
This poem came jrom a journal entry that I
wrote ajter sending a different poem oj mine to
Stephen Dunning jor his suggestions. I received an
e-mail response about the poem I sent to him and his
response prompted the poem I havejust shared with
you. It takes me courage to send Stephen my work
because [ really admire him and think oj him as an
important American poet. [ am still a little intimidated
by him - I guess I shouldn't be. [consider him a
jriend. But he was my jirst serious teacher/poet.
Stephen never gives jalse flattery when it comes to
writing. [trust his judgment andjear it as well. I get
angry with that sometimes. [ get embarrassed around
him, too. Imagine that. Here I am middle aged and I
stilljeellike a vulnerable student. 1 neverjeel I can
reach his expectations. [ remember jeeling this way
with Mrs. Roscup infifth grade. She used to stop me
and say, "Gloria, you are using the word 'weU' too
much. A weU is a hole in the ground and has nothing
to do with this discussion."
There is something that doesn't qUite fit in
this poem, or maybe it doesn't gojar enough. I won
der how Stephen took the part about licking the
screen. [jelt good writing that, but now as I read back
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over the poem it seems out ojplace, childish.
Also, this poem doesn't seem to be as rooted
in images while many oj my poems are. I wonder if
that is good or bad. While I sometimes try to write in
more oja narrative style, when I do the poems seems
jorced to me andjewer images sUiface.
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Along with my own talk, the advice I get from
others (in my case mostly language arts profession
als or avid readers of poetry) is vital to my process
of reVision. I pick my peer response group carefully
- more carefully for poetry than for prose. I do this
because I think that many who do not read and
write poetry, consider poetry something they can
not make sense of on their own-without a teacher
or scholar's help. Reader-response theory is chang
ing this to an extent, but for the most part even the
most educated group I can muster will not get very
far and are not very helpful unless they are some
what intimate with this form. The implications for
the classroom here are obviOUS. It helps if we give
our students some solid peer response preparation.
And once they have studied craft a bit as well, their
comments are usually very astute, very helpful.
The group that I have worked with in order
to reVise my poem "Dear Stephen" consisted of three
people. They were: Yates Hafner, an English Profes
sor at Wayne State University: Renee Nixon, my
daughter and a librarian at the Flint Public Library
(Renee also writes poetry); Annie Balocating, a
sophomore at Michigan State University, who was
once a student of mine in a high school classroom

and who is currently taking college course work in
poetry. I don't apologize for having close friends and
acquaintances work in my peer response group. I
actually think it helps to have some kind of friend
shiplrelationship with respondents, providing they
know something about poetry. I can separate what
they say about the poem from their feelings about
me because I know each cares about me. This al
lows me to take their advice seriously and also frees
me up to take risks (in terms of what I have se
lected to share with them and the risks I am willing
to take in revision).
For the sake of this article I have asked my
response group to respond in writing. Here is Yates
Hafner's delightful response to Draft 1 of my poem:

oj his message has that worrisome ambiguous its. Is
he saying, "Here's my advice jor what it's worth,
which is not much," or is he saying, "I offer thesejew
suggestionsjor the sake oj all the value (worthiness)
Ifind in your poem"? Seems to me that with a mini
mum oj effort he could have cleared up the ambigu
ity. That makes me think he was either in a hurry or
had ajairly bland reaction to your poem; interest
ing in thejourth line oj his message strikes me as a
weasel word - it's noncommittal. That's why I don't
think I'd be inclined to lick the screen (though once in
awhile I've kissed a letter.)
Let's go to the last stanza. Why "shamejully"?
I've got to think more about this word. Do your act oj
requesting his counsel and his critical perceptions
Re: Your Poem "Dear Stephen"
make youjeel a little ashamed? Aha! Maybe this goes
Dear Gloria,
along with "rosy as I in the boiling pot"-blushing,
First let me say emphatically that the third that is. Yes, I think that must be it.
stanza is peTject. I mean in pace, clarity, economy Qf
I wonder about the unusual placement oj the
narration, effectiveness, everything. It's stunning. The hands that you propose: "my hand over yours ... "
matter-ojlact narrative style sets up the readerjor a The problem to my literal mind is this: if I ask some
shock, which, in the next stanza, you rightly call "the one to teach me to slice something, I might ask him to
horror." I don't think I can ever erase this imagejrom put his hand over mine while I hold the knife. Or would
memory.
the better way to learn be to put my hand on his? Or
Second, I do think the poem is well worth ed is it your idea that he barely touches the poem with
iting. So let me start with miniscule details -the sorts his knife, showing you where to cut, but you apply
Qf things that distract me as an unredeemable picky, the pressure, you make the actual incision, you be
pedantic reader, even though they are all probably ing thejinaljudge oj his criticism and shaper oj your
just typographical errors:
own work? I'm not sure, but this last notion seems
Stanza 2: Absolutejidelity to the punctuation most plausible. It suggests simultaneous docility,
in Stephen Dunn's e-mail seems unnecessary. I'd put collaboration, guided yet independentjudgment,free
a period ajter pared, another ajter ambiguous, and dom, and responsibility.
changejorth tojourth and its to it's. (Or does "all its
What is about to be sliced is a living being,
worth" rejer to the value Qf the poem he is advising your poem. But youfind your linesjlailing helplessly
you about?)
like the appendages oj the poor, struggling, tortured
Stanza 5: Although strict adherence to the lobster. To cut them hurts all the way to "the hidden,
rules oj English usage would calljor a comma at the jleshy core. "
"... clearer,jor all it is worth." Yes, I think
end oj line 3, there may be a subtle advantage in
omitting the comma as you do, so that the line does this wording isjust right. No contraction herejor it is.
not appear end-stopped like the next three. That gives And actually, the it here is not ambiguous. It can re
this final part oj the poem a slightly swifter-hence, jer only to the poem and picks up nicely the last line
more emotional--movement. a suggestion ojsome ur oj Stephen's e-mail. So does your word interesting in
gency or importunacy. But this comment is perhaps the last stanza echo the same word in Stephen's e
too subjective. I can make a case jor doing it either mail. Injact, I like very much that last stanza ojyours.
way; a comma would be correct, but it's certainly read And isn't there a delightful ambiguity in "to make it
interesting "? -to make the poem interesting but also
able without one.
Now to ajew more substantive comments. In to make the uncertain process oj where to cut, inter
thejirst stanza Ijeel uneasy about "... sojresh / I esting. Mainly, though, in "to make it interesting, /
wanted to lick the screen." You probably couldn't re clearer,jor all it is worth" Ijeel a hidden energy; the
sist this touch. It does tie in with the trope Qf paring, phrase 'Jor all it is worth" works like a kind oj inter
slicing, and (by implication) eating and tasting, but jection, expressing earnest determination to indeed
the thought Qf licking the screen oj a computer moni make this particular poem into the best poem it can
tor, if not repulsive, seems wildly disproportionate to be jor the sake oj its worth.
The ingenUity Qf your poem reminds me a little
the unenthusiastic e-mail message on technical mat
ters thatjollows. Evidently, Stephen was offering a oj Borges. It stimulates thought about the process oj
jew small pieces oj advice---flot to say it was unim composing and revising a poem and about the junc
portant-on ajairly long poem oj yours. The last line tion Qf criticism. In effect, you are asking those oj us
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to whom you sent your request qfMarch 30th to offer
sdunn @aol.com (Stephen Dunning)
advice about revising a poem whose subject is the TO:
FROM:
G 1oNJ@aol.com (Gloria Nixon-John)
revising of a poem not seen or heard, but mentioned.
CC:
The possibility ofan infinite regress comes to thefore
For all its worth
or the possibility that we other readers might be drawn RE:
into the poem and almost become part qfit while re
maining outside its borders (but that may be an over *Stephen Dunning wrote on April 18, 1999 at 11 :46
am: ...
ingenious extrapolation on my part).
At any rate, I find that the request to com *
ment on your poem draws me more deeply and at *1 like the poem but it needs to be pared
tentively into it. Now it's sort of like your hand over *J'd omit lines 8,9, 10, in thefourth stanza . ...
mine, guiding me to read with more care and respon *etc.
sibility. That's not a bad way to teach people how to
read poetry: Ask them to comment on a work-in I studied the e-mail messagejust minutes
after you sent it. sofresh
progress. Yeah! Think I'll do that!
I
wanted to lick the screen
Well, these are my initial comments-:for what
they're worth. THANKSfor the request!
Oh, one last word: It just struck me that the Last week our dinner guestjust back
wordfondly in your complimentary close often car from a small village in China
told us about a delicacy he was served, ...
ries with it the meaning of foolishly when used by
Shakespeare.
Fondly.
Fondly,
Gloria ;-)
Yates

Equally delightful and insightful are Renee's com
ments. They follow here:

The above is just an idea, but q{ter I put it on
the page, I sort of like how it simplifies things. It is
very ..e-mail ugly" on the page, though. What do you
think? Maybe you could borrow some aspects of the
e-mailformat to reorganize you poem?
I hope my comments help you understand
what I see works, and what I think is unclear. It was
hardfor me to begin this letter because I was afraid
of taking the knife to the lobster, so to speak. But
once I got started. it was so easy to tell you what
"didn't work." Why is it so much more difficult to say
what it is I like? Or what is effective?
Renee

Dear GLOria,
Here are my comments on "Dear Stephen. " I
think any revision should focus on the first part of
the poem. I think the last three stanzas are perfect
and you should not change them.
Move the part about licking the screen closer
to the center qfthe poem where the lobster is. Its im
plications get lost in the second stanza. Actually, I
would like to see something besides "licking the
screen" to express your taste for it. Maybe that is
because I spend my days staring at a computer
screen-because the thought qf that electromagnetic
dust too close to myface makes me want to sneeze, Annie Balocating sent me the following e-mail mes
and because I know it is the message and the sage about my poem. It is obviOUS that Annie has a
synchronicity (not the medium) that counts here. I un keen eye and ear for poetry. It is also clear that she
derstand why you want to connect the medium to the is learning a great deal in her poetry class at Michi
message. though. Also, you could lick the screen if gan State. Not to mention that Annie has always
been able to read between the lines.
you wanted to. if you want to, then why not do it?
Once you move the beginning, the poem will She says:
start at the second stanza. I don't know if you want
In the poem you talk about "licking the
to start it there or not. Maybe you will need to add a screen," and how the e-mail was sofresh. I am inter
new beginning. It is not my poem, so not my place to ested in the development of this image b I c it is so
say. Moving the first lines will dtifinitely create an interesting and correlates to the lobster. The reason I
organizationalproblem in the poem, because you need felt the image was a bit bungled however was blc
to talk about the e-mail message btj'ore you get to you use hands as a mottf at the end and "licking the
the lobster. But I think that only the poet can decide screen" goes undeveloped.
how that could or should be redesigned.
Also. I am wondering if there is some sort qf
Finally, you might consider setting the poem tension between the speaker of the poem and the
up like an e-mail, as a way to include the medium in subject Stephen. With the image ofhand-holding, lick
your poem. Then you could saying the screen, blushing, and in the last two lines of
the third stanza "all I can serve up are theseflailing
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lines / attached to some hidden,fleshy core. "
I hope this helps.
Love,
Annie

Mter the careful responses of my readers, it
is clear that I must return to my poem. They have
given me much to think about with regard to the
typography, punctuation, as well some suggestions
about the degree of poetic license I might take with
Stephen's comments. The more substantive com
ments suggest that I go deeper, that I become even
a little more introspective before I revise again. Also,
Renee's last question opens a dialogue about the
revision process that I am sure to have with her at
a later date. Renee wonders why it was easier for
her to find what didn't work as opposed to what she
liked about the poem. I suspect (in a nutshell for
now) that it is because most of her experiences as a
student (in high school, undergraduate school, then
graduate school) focused on criticism of surface fea
tures and some talk about what didn't work. Few
people gave Renee permission to respond in a way
she feels comfortable and from the knowledge she
has as a writer. Doing what I am asking her to do is
still the gray area between marking a paper with a
red pen and good old-fashioned literary criticism.
One last time now I feel I should talk about
all of my feelings at the point with regard to the
poem. I know it will seem like voyeurism, or shoddy
self-help to some, but it works for me (and for many
of my students) so I am going to indulge myself once
more:
Here is more talk (recorded and transcribed.)
Think of It as therapy because that is how indul
gent it feels. (There is no better way that I have
found to get students to really focus on their work.)

What about the typography Renee suggested?
I like her idea. but don't know if I can pull it off. How
do I clarijy the motif as Annie suggested? I really
want to throw the poem in a drawer and hidejrom it
at this pOint, but I don't give up easUy. especially
whenjriends and students are watching.
I like to think oj this second opportunity to
talk about the poem as more than figuring out the
genesis Q[ and anxiety over the piece. Stafford says
that writirlg a poem is easy, like swimming out oj a
fISh trap (or perhaps a lobster trap!) He tells us that
finding your way into a poem is just a matter Qf ac
commodating an emerging experience. Looking at the
trap, the pattern is the rational work, the reconstruc
tion that is hard (Stafford 42). My talk ajter Drajt 1
and ajter peer responses is the way in which I begin
to look at the pattern oj the trap.

With all of the above in mind now, I attempt Draft
2:
Dear Stephen
1 It took me several minutes
2 to click on the .. e-mail message
3 you sent about my poem.
4 That you sent it so recently
5 made me want to touch the screen.
6 I conSidered your voice
7 the thick liquid of it tunneling
8 to the hand held receiver
9 then the plosives at the surface bursting.

10 You wrote:
11 "I like the poem but it needs to be pared.
12 I'd omit lines 8, 9, lOin the fourth stanza.

13 I'd delete the last line.
14 Just get to your more interesting list.
15 The pronoun in the last stanza is am
biguous,
16 try to make it clearer.
17 Anyway. my friend for all its worth."

Based on what all oj my readers have said it
is clear that "licking the screen" was not effective. Or
was it? It did catch their attention. I don't really work
with a computer as much as Renee does. It is more oj
a tool and an object in her workday. For me it is a
tool that I use more Q[tenjor my writing. I wonder if
18 Last week our dinner guest just back
this "licking" was a somewhat sexual rejerence. 1
19 From a small village in China
have always jound Stephen attractive. But he has
20 told us about a delicacy he was served
become this tconjor me, like I would have to go
21 a lobster brought to the table alive
through rock to get to him anyway. And Yatesjound
22 on a block of ice and sliced so fast
the licking nearly repUlsive.
23 it was still moving when he took the first
When Yates suggested that Stephen's reac
bite.
tion was a bland reaction to my poem, he hit a cord.
I wonder what it takes to get more than a bland reac
24 I have since been trying to connect the
tion to my poems. Then, too, I haven't talked about
generous act
Stephen's illness, an illness that causes his hand to
25 to the horror and the horror to the gen
shake on occasion. if I could touch the man that
erous act
Stephen is, more than kissing him, I would want to
26 but all I can serve up are these lines.
hold that hand still, like I wanted to hold the poor
flailing
lobster still. How this all connects is a mystery to me.
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27 attached to some hidden, fleshy core
28 that I would slice if I could
29 put my hand over yours
30 for precision
31 to steady the tremor
32 to make it interesting even as you slice
33 for all it is worth.
I have clearly deCided to change the first
stanza but it still remains awkward. Also, it didn't
really convey my need to touch Stephen in draft 1.
I believe the second draft does a better job of doing
so. I also decided to explain why I positioned my
hand over Stephen's hand for "the slicing." Along
with those decisions, I removed the bit about being
rosy and in the boiling pot because it sounded stilted
to me, and I think Yates found it too deliberate,
rooted in some other century.
I also did a few other things that just come
with good revision. On line 6, I removed "on the
phone" because the line was clear without this
prepositional phrase. On line 27, I reversed the word
flailing and lines. The adjective becomes the verb
and is stronger as such. On line 30. I wanted the
interest and sliCing to occur more simultaneously
and reversing these two ideas seems to help create
this effect.
Of course several more drafts are in order.
In them I might experiment with typography as
Renee suggested. I might pull Miss Roscup into the
mix somewhere, even deal with Stephen's illness
directly and try to clarify the subject, motif, and my
relationships to Stephen a bit more-all are possi
bilities that have surfaced as a result of my self talk
and analysis. as well as the peer responses I re
ceived.
In conclusion. I think it is difficult to get
ourselves and our students to move beyond that
first draft with anything more than surface features
unless we give them time and permission to con
sider the poem for what it is, revelation and eleva
tion. as well as a bit of self help and expose to some
extent. I believe that talking helps before, during,
and after the revision process. With talk we can of
ten do that difficult work of questioning what we
have just said in language that is our own, in lan
guage that because of its spontaneity is more at
tuned to the nature of poetry.
The things my response group told me also
suggest that some discussion or perhaps an article
is in order on the function of critiCism (see Yate's
comments) as well as more about why we find re
sponding about the strengths of a draft so very dif
ficult.
I hope that the struggle I have shared here
translates into some ideas for classroom practice at
least. Beyond this, I wish you the time to write and
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the luxury to talk about that writing. As for my poem,
I will move on to Draft 3 and then 4, perhaps re
membering that Robert Frost said, "a poem is never
finished just abandoned." But after all of this effort
I doubt I can abandon it for long.

Notes
1Richard Hugo discusses this problem in The
Triggering Town: Lectures and Essays on Poetry and
Writing.
2 There is a body of research on responding
aloud that might enhance our discussion here and
take us in another direction. See the work of Patrick
Dias if you are interested.
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